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Abstract: With the advent of natural language processing and machine learning techniques, Sentimental Analysis (SA) is 

receiving attention among various communities due to interpreting and classifying emotions from subjective data. The way of 

categorizing the emotions as positive, negative, and neutral enables the brand providers to know about their intention and 

reaction to their products. Existing researches have been focused on text summarization, feature reduction, and sentiment 

prediction separately. In this paper, all the approaches are integrated to provide a novel sentimental analysis framework for 

classifying the patients' emotions towards the medical facility through Twitter, Facebook, and other social media. The main 

aim of the work is manifold. The proposed paper performs preprocessing at the outset, which includes word segmentation, 

tokenization, TF-IDF, and stemming. First, the text summarization is performed by applying query-based summarization, which 

adopts a Deep Neural Network (DNN) for encoding the input data encompassing text and icon to convert into a fixed size at 

the final state, followed by decoding the encoded text and icon using the unidirectional DNN for creating the summary of the 

input document. Second, to improve scalability, feature reduction is performed using the effective Genetic Algorithm. The 

proposed system is experimented with using the real-time datasets from social media platforms to analyze the proposed 

healthcare sentimental analysis model. The parameters such as accuracy, F-score, recall rate, and precision are chosen to analyze 

the performance against existing sentimental analysis models. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Public opinion plays a vital role in providing valuable information based on the sentiments observed in social 

media platform. Challenge arises when its efficiency and accuracy of the sentimental analysis has been hindered 

by the natural Language Processing (NLP). Deep learning has not failed in proving promising solutions to the 

challenges faced by NLP. This paper highlights the recent studies that have been employed for solving the 

problems. The proposed work involves the usage of frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) and word 

embedding to the dataset used. This paper develop a scalable healthcare sentiment analysis framework, which is a 

query based summarization using Deep Neural Network (DNN). It summarizes the text and icons that are used in 

social media platforms. Sentiment analysis here analyses the patient’s opinion in social media platform based on 

their various emotions. Along with machine learning techniques similarity of results are collected [1]. The data 

source for sentiment analysis are online social media where users provide wide range of opinions and those serve 

as an input for sentimental analysis. The data has to be grouped into big data approach where it requires efficient 

data storage, reliable access and processing that ensures results are efficient [2]. Subjective or objective 

classification has to be performed. If it found to be subjective it will determine whether comment is positive or 

negative. It’s observed that there is no impacting difference between both document and sentence level 

classification since they are just short documents.  

 

Recent studies have proposed sentiment analyses based on deep-learning that have differing features and 

performance. Sentiment polarity and deep learning models with TF-IDF along with word embedding to social 

media datasets has been analyzed. 

 

Deep Learning 

 

Deep Learning adapts a multilayered approach for the layers that are hidden in nature for neural networks. A 

conventional approach of machine learning defines and extracts the features manually or adapts some feature 

selection methods. Deep neural networks possess complex mathematical models for processing the data in required 

ways. It’s an adjustable model that comprises output in the form of functional inputs with several layers that include 

input data, hidden layers and neurons which are termed as processing nodes. The output layer also involves several 

neurons which are the network outputs.  
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Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

 

Convolutionl Neural Network comes under the category of feed-forward neural network that is employed in 

various applications like computer vision, recommender systems and natural language processing. The network 

architecture is composed of layers that are subsampled for providing inputs to a fully-connected classification 

layer. While processing the convolutional layers filter the inputs for extracting the features as a result of which 

multiple filters in the output are combined. Pooling process can also be termed as subsampling layers where the 

resolution of the features are reduced increasing the robustness against noise and distortion. Classification task is 

performed by the layers that are fully connected.  

 

This paper focuses on two objectives where a scalable Healthcare sentiment analysis framework is developed 

using Deep neural network and proposing Effective Genetic Algorithm for optimal feature selection. Thereby Deep 

learning model is combined with Effective Genetic Algorithm for developing an Improved Patient Sentimental 

Analysis Framework for predictive health care.  

 

2. Related Works 

 

The process of extracting information from an entity and identifying their subjectivity is termed as sentiment 

analysis. It captures the emotions from the text generated by the users whether they create a positive, negative or 

neutral impact on various applications. The levels of extraction mentioned in [3] are (i) lexicon- based (ii) machine 

learning based and (iii) hybrid approach. Initially lexicon based was used in sentiment analysis which is further 

divided into dictionary based and corpus based [4]. Former one is based on the terms used in dictionary and the 

later relies on statistical analysis of the contents available in the documents using k-nearest neighbor algorithm and 

hidden Markov models (HMM) [5]. The proposed machine learning based techniques consists of two models 

traditional and deep learning models [6]. The classifiers used are Naive Bayes and Maximum entropy classifier [7-

8].  

 

Query based summarization was proposed on early 90’s where the work evaluates methods for extractive 

query-based summarization. Parse trees and Sentence compression was performed on query based summarization 

but it was not purely extractive based summarization [9]. Neural network model that dealt with query based 

summarization [10]. Dynamic Memory network was introduced [11] where state of the heart performance was 

depicted in the task of Natural Language Processing. Machine translation model was built which generated 

abstractive summaries on various datasets through Convolutional Neural network [12,13].  

 

User’s opinion on social behavior helps in analyzing the current and uprising prediction. Comprehensive 

overview of proposed algorithms with enhancements and applications was presented by Medhal [14]. For 

determining the polarity the score can be calculated by SentiWordNet. The method has outperformed machine 

learning methods with accuracy of 76.8% for feedback level, at sentence level accuracy is 86.6% methods. Genetic 

algorithms based optimization for feature selection is implemented.  

 

3. Proposed Methodology 

 

The deep learning models involve features that are learned and extracted automatically and maintaining 

efficiency and accuracy. The Fig1 below depicts the outset of preprocessing where word segmentation, 

tokenization, TF-IDF is involved. Text summarization is query based feature that adopts Deep Neural Network 

(DNN). It encodes the input data comprising of text and icon which adopts a Deep Neural Network (DNN) for 

encoding the input data encompassing text and icon to convert into a fixed size at the final state, followed by 

decoding the encoded text and icon using the unidirectional DNN for creating the summary of the input document. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Sentiment analysis through machine learning techniques 

 

Sentiment Data 

 

Preprocessing 

 

Extraction of required sentiment 

Features 

 

Expansion of Features from 

Social media using DNN 

 

Sentiment Prediction 
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Important term that is used in Query based text and icon summarization is Recognizing Named Entity and 

Gated Recurrent units (GRU). Extracting information is one among the task where structures information is 

extracted from various documents. The task is termed as named entity, it is classified into various categories based 

on which it may belong to either a person, location or no category. For example a name involved can consist of 

both a general name accompanied with a country name. It has to be divided and categorized into which it is related.  

 

GRU belongs to neural network technique for exploiting the gradient problem that is a great hindrance from 

capturing dependencies on long term. It belongs to LSTM model and without any complicated computations 

[15,16]. The formulas described below depict the GRU architecture. Xt is defined as input at the time t, ht is 

considered as an output. Both 𝑟𝑡 and 𝑧𝑡 represent the scaling vectors for generating the information in the form of 

gates as [0,1]. Ht is carry data with elements [-1,1].  

 

rt = σ(Wr[xt, ht−1] + br   (4.1) 

 zt = σ(Wz[xt, ht−1] + bz   (4.2) 

ht = GRU[ht−1] + xt    (4.3) 

 

Embedding the Words 

 

Consider a vocabulary where each word is encoded in a unique manner. This generates a vector of a particular 

length and every word is mapped to certain dimension available in the vector dimension. If word is mapped, the 

value is 1 and otherwise it is said to be 0. The vector has been transformed to embedding of the word and 

multiplying with embedded metric with particular dimensionality. It is the important parameter in adapted Deep 

neural Network. As a result of which two related words are expected to be in same vector space. The methods 

performed in word embedding are mentioned in [17,18].  

 

Query based Text and Icon Summarization 

 

A sequence model with pointer mechanism is introduced where the Input is a text through a query. The text is 

passed to the text encoder and a query encoder respectively. The output produced is transferred to decoder which 

generates the summary they make use of Deep neural network combined with GRU. Once GRU is occurred with 

a subscript with separate weights and biases. 

 

Encoding the Text Query 

 

The function of the encoder is to process the input query and generating a state for every input word. For 

obtaining a representation for the query convolutional neural network is used. At a particular time frame the 

intermediate states from both forward and backward reader is computed where a word from the query belongs to 

vocabulary and its reversed input is also taken into consideration.  

 

Decoder 

  

The decoder is CNN based and unidirectional for constructing the summary of input query. It depends on the 

final state of encoder in the input, it uses attention accompanied with pointer mechanism. The embedding query is 

considered as an input for the time process of decoder. 

 

3.1 Query based Sentiment Analysis Framework 

 

In query based summarization, input query and the related text documents are taken into consideration where 

the output is a summarized text. The process of summarization is to collect the sentences that are semantically 

related to the sentences given in the query. A score is obtained between a query sentence and the input sentence 

and that is considered for computing the relativity with the query[19]. Content word plays a vital role in delivering 

information in a sentence. While sentences are picked from a summary there is a high possibility that it can be 

conveyed in multiple meaning [20]. Eliminating the redundancy is an important task in text summarization. This 

reduces the size of the summary obtained as an output.  

 

Extract the important sentence from the text document which is given as an input in prior to finding semantic 

relatedness score between the query and input text. Important sentences carry more vital information for the 

summary. 

 

Query based Summarization using DNN Algorithm 
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3.2 Proposed Effective Genetic Algorithm for Feature Extraction and Reduction  

 

The proposed framework consists of all the features required for sentiment analysis. Genetic algorithm involves 

effective optimizations resulting in proper governing of the system. Entire framework is automated with various 

modules that are mentioned earlier along with which GA is applied in the part of feature reduction and extraction. 

Initially the process goes through query based summarization using deep neural network where redundant free data 

through query analysis has been calculated. Polarity score has to be obtained before the algorithm begins. It is 

determined by ontology of Sentiword Net. The score always ranges from 0 to 1(extremely negative to extremely 

positive). The stages involved are cleaning of data, pre- processing and analysis part. The tagger used is Maxent 

tagger from StansfordCoreNLP[16]. 

 

Feature Optimization 

 

From entire set of words features are extracted through data structures which hold large feature size of the 

vector. The keywords used are associated with sentiment value included in feature vector. Drawback is it occur 

scalability issues in large dataset. To overcome this issue feature vector is optimized and size is reduced for 

maintaining the accuracy.  

 

Calculating Fitness Value 

 

When GA is applied binary string is chosen as chromosome. The fitness function which is a simple form of 

objective function is an essential part of feature selection using GA. The fitness function defined is attempted to 

provide optimal solution from first generation. The function depends on the distance from labeled sentiment value 

based on the distance with respect to polarity score from lexical database. Minimal the polarity distance between 

the label of the class and score the solution is more feasible for surviving in upcoming generation.  

 

Fitness value determines the quality of the solution. The function used to evaluate the solution is the accuracy 

obtained for performing machine learning techniques. The steps involved in evaluating the result with Boolean 

vector is shown below: 

 

(i) Generating index file with the words present in the solution. 

(ii) Dataset is partitioned into two where major portion of it undergoes learning and minor version performs 

tests.  

(iii) The model is studied by Multinomial Naïve Bayes algorithm.  

(iv) The learned model is tested in dataset based on the words present in the solution. 

(v) When fitness function is maximized accuracy is obtained by the model.  

(vi) The accuracy calculated is computed below: 

 

Accuracy = 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
    (6.1) 

 

 

Feature Selection Algorithm and Analysis 

 

GA based feature selection algorithm is simulated for N number of generations as a result of which entire 

population converges for single optimal solution. For every generation GA works the way shown below: 

 

 

Algorithm for Feature Selection 

 Step 1: Selecting Important Sentence and content words are identified based on a prescribed criteria. 

Step 2 : Word phrases are identified from the query along with their extended terms. 

Step 3: Identifying word sense using Sentiword Net and obtain the score. 

Step 4 : Identifying Sentence relativity score based on HSO 

Step 5: Identify sentences that are redundant free selection for summary generation. 

Step 6 : Generate the summary. 
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This also includes crossover, mutation, generating offspring and evaluating fitness level. The time complexity 

of the applied GA is based on the fitness function. The ways adopted in general are generating new population one 

after the other until an optimal solution is obtained or fixing up or predefining the total number of generations in 

prior and converge to that particular level.  

 

4. Experiments and Results 

 

For evaluating various approaches on this framework use UCI ML dataset that consists of three different social 

media platform twitter, instagram and Facebook where the user share their opinions on various hospitals and their 

treatment procedures through comments as well as emojis. The framework was built in Python language. From the 

experimentations results using deep neural networks in sentiment classification on the dataset with normalization 

and eliminating diacritics the feature space has reduced. Decision tree algorithm, a best classifier in deep neural 

network has been adopted. Below figure depicts how the classifier has classified the comments and emojis into 

positive, negative and neutral.  

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Analysis of Comments Observed in Social Media Platform  

 

 

Step 1: A finite list of tokens is considered where each consists of labelled sentiment value T. Optimal features 

are obtained as an output. 

Step 2 : Initially randomly a seeded population is generated which has k number of generations and count value 

is assumed to be zero.  

Step 3 : While count<k, next generation is produced. 

Step 4 : Get optimal features as result. 
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Fig. 3. Classification Result 

 

Table 1. Comparison Table for Accuracy, F-score, Recall Rate and Precision 

Methods Accuracy F-score Recall Precision 

MNB 0.83 0.79 0.71 0.73 

Decision tree 0.75 0.72 0.69 0.76 

SVM 0.81 0.81 0.78 0.63 

Deep Neural with GA 0.96 0.93 0.92 0.95 

 

5. Conclusion  

 

Experimentation show that feature selection with Effective GA overcomes the result of the classifier. Query 

based summarization with GA has achieved 96% accuracy in feature reduction compared to other machine learning 

algorithms. The paper has described query based summarization using Deep Neural Network and the outcome of 

it undergoes Effective Genetic algorithm supported feature extraction and classification achieving more accuracy 

is proved through experimentation. The result proves that accuracy, f-score, recall rate and precision of Deep neural 

network with GA is more better than other deep learning techniques that include MNB, Decision tree and SVM.  
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